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About This Content

Widely known as the “Windy City”, Chicago has now been brought to life in Train Simulator, in the famed route The Racetrack
Aurora - Chicago. The route begins under the skyscrapers of Chicago at Union Station, making its way through the urban

landscape and out into the western suburbs, journeying along past yards, stopping at 24 commuter stations before arriving at
Aurora.

This route is a bustling conveyor of tonnage. The Racetrack is the eastern anchor to BNSF’s sprawling 32,500-mile route
system. Approximately 50 daily BNSF intermodal, auto, manifest, crude oil, grain, and coal trains traverse the route.

Additionally, The Racetrack is a vibrant people mover, home to Amtrak intercity trains (including the California Zephyr and
Southwest Chief) and the Regional Transportation Authority’s ‘BNSF Line' Metra commuter operations. When all these

movements are combined, it is common for the Racetrack to host upwards of 150 trains daily.

The route has several rail yards. The Hill yard, adjacent to Aurora station, is used to hold commuter trains for eastbound runs
and Eola yard, east of Aurora, is used for general freight operations. The BNSF intermodal yard in Cicero also has engine-

service facilities and a freight-car shop. BNSF also has yard in the Western Avenue area, running parallel to the main line. On
the approach to Union Station, is the 'Chicago' commuter coach yard on the west and Amtrak's coach yard and service facilities

on the east.

There are several interchange points along the racetrack with connections to Canadian National, Norfolk Southern, CSX and
Union Pacific. The St. Charles Air Line, a small connector line, begins as a long ramp near the Canal Street Wye, then crosses
over the coach yard on its way eastward where it connects (off route) to another CN line near Lake Michigan. NS has trackage

rights over the Racetrack as does CSX and occasionally CP. Historically so have CN and UP.
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To complement the bustling main line, the route also includes the BNSF’s West Chicago Branch, a scenic and historic branch
line that traces the east bank of the Fox River north from Aurora approximately 13 miles to West Chicago and is dotted with

industry switching opportunities, which was originally built in 1849.

Accompanying the route is a host of locomotives and rolling stock, including a Chicago commuter F40PH with fully operable
cab signaling, authentic bi-level “gallery” commuter coaches, and an authentic bi-level cab coach for push-pull operations

(Amtrak P42DC and Superliner stock is also included for AI-use).

Included are eight career scenarios that are authentic to operations on the line, including commuter and freight operations on the
Racetrack main line along with a local run on the West Chicago Branch. The route is Quick-Drive enabled.
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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This game is actually a pretty sweet little variation of the classic brick breaker-type games. Fun mechanics, good soundtrack and
a lot less repetitive than others.. Horrible game for now. Relies on cheap scare tactics, full of crashes. Made for a really funny
gameplay video tho
https:\/\/youtu.be\/X-WM0PPFf98. Robin is so cool! Why they didn't add him to the main game I don't know? But he fights so
awesome and is a great character to play with when it comes to the challenges. I like how he uses his weapon to take on multiple
guys at once and to be able to take them all very fluidly. You get extra skins with this content which make it fun to choose
which version of Robin to fight with. I really wished they added Robin to the main game since he fits so well with the whole
story and style it portrays. This downloadable content adds more challenges and more to do in the game after you have
completed everything else in the game. I have enjoyed this extra content and I know you will too if you like a challenge.. Fairly
polished (text errors aside), looks nice, interface is good, the base building is interesting enough... but there is literally no risk,
and virtually no challenge. They've basically built a really nice cow-clicker, which would be great if I actually wanted to play
that sort of game.. These guys look like a cross between Aztecs\/Mayans and Spaniards. Kinda like modern day Mexicans. If
you need to, just think of it as a result of "Sunset Invasion.". It kept on crashing and not saving any of my work. After the 4th
crash I got my money back.. I love it ^^. A much better experience than the first. It's around double the play time--the puzzles
are moderate like the first but the story is better and fleshes out John's loooong history. The ending is something Tarantino
would be proud of.. This is hands down one of the best soundtracks i've EVER listened to. I'm a long time hip-hop producer in
the chicago area, i love everyhitng about underground hip-hop, the music, the culture - freestyling to beats etc. This is the best
99 cents i ever spent. I'd pay 10$ for this - honestly.
- Not every track is amazing , but it has enough goodies.
- Grimey old school hip-hop beats
- Sounds like RZA's love child made each and every track with that "good old wu tang" sound.
- If you're an emcee - you will write pages to this ****.
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An egregious misuse of the word "game", Dark Ghost RPG takes the Dark Souls formula, locks it in a barrel and drops it into a
pile of nuclear sludge so that none of the good ideas can poison this title.

Stay away.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/guXL0lyTGRE. Bit conflicted about this game. Sometimes it's just an annoying crowd control shooter game
(with added difficulty as you run around 'laps' in certain levels that require that) and sometimes it's a clever blast from the past
action game and a well designed one too.

Love the MSX-era look. The 16-bit graphics option that was added in the latest patch is very nice looking too.
Unlockable arcade games puts your old arcade skills to test. Loderunner anyone?

Check actual gameplay videos to get a better picture of what this game is and skip the stuff on the store page. Store page gives a
false impression there are adventure elements in the game. In reality they are non-existent.. If you liked the original Sinkr, you'll
love this. It does go through some tutorial levels at the beginning, but quickly gets into levels that feel like a continuation of the
first. Those first levels are great for new players and allow experienced players to get back in the mindset. Past those, the levels
are challenging and fun and just feel like more. Sinkr2 is a nice, relaxing game that lets you just turn off and still exercise your
mind.. Really cool game!

My buddies and I are always looking for fun co op games and this did not dissappoint. It has a really good feel to it when you
team up and explode your enemies everywhere.

Overall pretty solid game and worth the $10.. good game but why is it laggy. Wolfenstein The New Order is a masterpiece of a
game. I cannot think of another title that so effortlessly blends satisfying shooting mechanics, with a story focusing on such
complex, varied characters. I find it hard to think of anybody who can play this game and not find some kind of emotion come
over them, whether it be from the funny, the sad, or the badass all contained within.

10\/1]. Really fun battle simulator, I just wish more people were on. 3\/10!

Open game then close game = all achievements.. Chinese version please!
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